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Our Goals...

- Talk about what engagement really is
- Introduce our Eight Rules of Engagement
- Reflect on specific strategies for the classroom
- Walk away with your own definition of engagement and some tools to achieve it!
Wait, what is engagement?
Recognize that engagement starts from... **DAY 1**
Make students accountable for engagement
Make yourself accountable for engagement
Ask applicable and innovative questions
Make material relevant to student’s lives
Infuse new learning strategies throughout the course
Realize that **CONTEXT MATTERS**

- Class size
- Composition
- Culture
Employ a broad definition of engagement
Recognize that engagement starts from... **DAY 1**
Make students accountable for engagement

How am I doing?
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Make yourself accountable for engagement
Ask applicable and innovative questions
Make material relevant to student’s lives
Infuse new learning strategies throughout the course
Realize that **CONTEXT MATTERS**

- Class size
- Composition
- Culture
Employ a broad definition of engagement
What’s your rule?
What’s your definition of engagement?